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EUV line spectroscopy is a vital tool for determining the properties of solar flare 
plasma which are usually found from Gaussian fitting and the first three moments:

Zero moment=Integrated intensity
(ion abundance, electron density)
1st moment=Centroid position
(plasma mass motion)
2nd moment=Variance (broadening)
(temperature, excess=turbulence etc.)
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If we have an anisotropic distribution, then �0 changes.
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Total line broadening W:

thermal instrument excess

For optically thin MK solar flare 
lines, the ion Doppler velocities 
(thermal and “non-thermal”) will 
determine the line broadening.

For solar flare lines, the distribution of ion and/or turbulent plasma 
velocities will also determine the overall line shape.

EUV line spectroscopy at the Sun



Noise, background level.

Fitted 
wavelength 
range, spectral 
resolution.

Blended lines, or other lines located close by.

Moving components, line skewness.

The (Gaussian?) instrumental broadening.
Je↵rey, Fletcher & Labrosse: Non-Gaussian solar flare spectral lines

Fig. 4. Top left: Simulated spectral line profiles representative of Fe XVI (black), a gaussian profile representative of the EIS instrumental profile
(blue) and a convolved profile of the observed spectral and EIS instrumental profiles (red). Top right: As top left but for a lower spectral resolution
(more representative of an actual EIS observation?) with a convolved profile of the observed spectral and EIS instrumental profiles indicated by
the navy line. Middle: The 2nd moment (width) of the observed (black )and convolved (red) distributions versus . The width of the lower spectral
resolution convolved curve (navy) and a gaussian fit to the convolved curve (orange) are overplotted Bottom: The kurtosis versus  for the observed
(black), convolved (red) and convolved lower spectral resolution (navy).
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Line profile analysis is usually difficult! We have to account for…

Looking for non-Gaussian spectral line shapes



Non-Gaussian spectral line fitting
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where there are five free fit parameters A. For further details see Je↵rey et al. (2016).

From Equation 5, we are interested in determining the values of the kappa index  and

characteristic width � (fit parameters A[4] and A[3] respectively); parameters that provide

information about the velocity distribution. We call this fit KG1.

It is possible that all or part of the non-Gaussian line shape results from the

instrumental profile. There is no reason for the EIS instrumental profile to be Gaussian,

although it may be extremely well-approximated as such. For example, a di↵raction-limited

spectrometer might be expected to have an instrumental response closer to a sinc2�

function. To account for the possibility of a non-Gaussian instrumental response we fit

another convolved kappa - Gaussian (see Equation A1 in Appendix A), where the kappa

part is fixed to represent an instrumental profile with chosen I and �I and the Gaussian

parameters are free to vary, representing a physical line profile. The EIS instrumental

profile can be approximated by a Gaussian profile with FWHM Winst = 0.059 Å. Therefore

the kappa instrumental profile is constrained by the requirement that I and �I produce

Winst = 0.059 Å when approximated by a Gaussian. To obtain this we choose I = 3 and

�I = 0.0395 Å. This parameter choice is not unique and the choice of values are discussed

further in Appendix A. We call this fit KG2.

The line goodness-of-fits are judged by combination of “judgement by eye”,

a reduced �2 = 1
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X

i
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✏2i
from the weighted least squares fit, where oi

are the observed intensity values, ✏i are the observed intensity error values,

mi are the model values and degree of freedom DOF= (number of data points �
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Gaussian Kappa

One method: fit a convolved kappa (physical)-Gaussian (instrumental):

We must account for the instrument profile (e.g. EIS).

Gaussian as              infinity (or ~ > 20).
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where n =
R1
�1 f(vk)dvk is the number density of the ion species and M is the ion

mass2. As  ! 1, Equation 2 tends to a 1-D isothermal Maxwellian distribution. In

this form, we can think of vth as the thermal speed of a Maxwellian ion population before

acceleration, or a characteristic speed of the distribution. For low  and large vk, we can

approximate the ion velocity distribution as a power law with f(vk) / v�2
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k .

The line-of-sight velocity distribution is related to the emitted line profile by
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A kappa distribution might also describe a spectrum of velocities F (uk) produced by

macroscopic plasma turbulence. In this case, the plasma velocity distribution (excluding

the ion thermal motions) could be described by,
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2Equation 2 is slightly di↵erent to the kappa function used in Je↵rey et al. (2016), where

the index (�) was used instead of (�+ 1).

Je↵rey, Fletcher & Labrosse: Non-Gaussian solar flare spectral lines

Fig. 2. left: The line of sight ion velocity distribution fvx plotted against the absolute value of velocity |vx/vti| (change figure label!), for a Maxwellian
distribution and five di↵erent kappa distributions using  = 100, 50, 10, 5, 2. right: The corresponding spectral lines produced from eah of the ion
velocity distributions in left panel. We use sensible Fe XVI parameters of log Ti = 6.4 ⇠ 2.15 MK, Z = 56, mi = 1.673⇥ 10�24 g, �0 = 262.9760 Å
and set ni = 1 cm �3, for plotting.

use a kappa distribution of the first or second kind, only the rela-
tion and meaning of kappa are important. Hence we will simply
define everything as a first kind, where

3.1. The spectral line profiles due to ion Doppler motion

The line profile is related to the emitting particle distribution via,

fvdv = I�d�! fv = I�(d�/dv). (4)

If we assume that the line profile is dominated by its random ve-
locity motion (Doppler motion), then the ion velocity and wave-
length � are related by v = c(� � �0)/�0, where c is the speed of

4
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Kappa line profile (generalised Lorentzian). 

Good approx. for any non-Gaussian shape.

How do we detect the presence of non-Gaussian spectral lines?

(from a kappa velocity distribution)



Observations of non-Gaussian spectral lines

Polito et al. (2018) found 
non-Gaussian spectral 
lines in the hot coronal 
loop top of one solar 
flare (Fe XXIV).

Jeffrey et al. (2016, 2017) 
found non-Gaussian spectral 
lines in different regions of 
two solar flares using EIS, 
and from different 
temperature lines (Fe XXIII, 
Fe XVI).

– 30 –

Fig. 7.— Maps of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 during six di↵erent EIS raster times (time t1 � t6

increases from top to bottom), showing the results of the KG1 fits satisying all five fit criteria

(defined in Section 2). Columns one and two: Fe XVI  (1) and W = 2
p
2 ln 2 ⇥ � (2).

Columns three and four: Fe XXIII  (3) and W = 2
p
2 ln 2⇥ � (4).

In different solar structures, several spectroscopic studies with Hinode EIS and IRIS 
have already inferred non-Gaussian spectral lines.

In solar flares:

κ
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Fig. 2.— Left column: Two SDO AIA images of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 using the 304 Å pass-

band (green background image) at times of 17:46:59 UT (top) and 17:49:22 UT (bottom),

times within two di↵erent EIS rasters. RHESSI contours at 10-25 keV (red) and either 25-50

keV or 50-100 keV (navy blue) are displayed at levels of 50 % and 70 % of the maximum.

Fe XXIII (top) and Fe XVI (bottom) intensity contours are displayed in purple, at 30 %, 50 %

and 70 % of the maximum. Right column: Two integrated spectral lines of either Fe XXIII

(top) or Fe XVI (bottom) observed at the location of the rectangular box shown in the left

images. Each line is fitted with the KG1, KG2 and SG fits (see text for details). The small

panels display the line peak and right wings in detail so that the fits can be clearly seen.

The reduced �2
, residuals and fit parameters of  and � are also displayed.



Observations of non-Gaussian spectral lines

Lee et al. (2013) found 
evidence of non-Gaussian 
lines in the corona (active 
regions) using EIS.

Dudík et al. (2017) used 
IRIS to detect non-Gaussian 
lines in the transition region 
(active regions).

Jeffrey et al. (2018) found non-
Gaussian lines in a polar 
coronal hole close to the base 
of the fast solar wind using 
Hinode EIS. 

In active regions:

In coronal holes/fast solar wind:

Lee et al. (2013) Dudík et al. (2017)

In different solar structures, several spectroscopic studies with EIS and IRIS have 
already inferred non-Gaussian spectral lines.
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Fig. 3.— Left: A cartoon of the flare and the observations. Right: If an instrumental cause

can be eliminated, then the EUV kappa line profiles could be produced by three physical

scenarios: 1. a non-thermal ion velocity distribution from isotropic non-thermal ion motions,

2. bulk turbulent plasma motions or 3. a multi-thermal plasma distribution (not discussed

in this paper).

1. Solar flare-accelerated ions? or 2. Non-Gaussian turbulence?

Could the presence of non-Gaussian spectral lines in flares be due to:

Causes of non-Gaussian spectral lines?



Could we detect the presence of low-energy (< MeV) accelerated ions?

Generally, we know nothing 
about the ions, especially any 
low-energy < MeV ions.

1.5: Solar flare X-rays: observations 22
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Figure 1.8: This figure was taken and then adapted from Lin et al. (2002). Typical

composite X and gamma-ray spectrum from a solar flare. The X-ray spectrum is dom-

inated by both thermal (1. red) and non-thermal (2. blue) bremsstrahlung emission.

Above ⇠ 500 keV, the gamma-rays spectrum is more complex with continuum emission

from bremsstrahlung, line emissions (3. green) from nuclear interaction and emission

from pion decay (4. purple). Each process in described in 1.5.2.

ionised Iron (Fe) and one at 8.1 keV due to highly Fe and Nickel (Ni) in the solar corona.

Both the peaks and widths of these lines are highly dependent on the temperature

and iron abundance of the corona and hence act as a useful diagnostic tool (Phillips

et al. 2006; Phillips & Dennis 2012). At higher energies ⇠> 25 keV, a non-thermal

bremsstrahlung spectrum can be fitted by either one or two power laws, suggesting the

emission comes from high energy particles accelerated out of the background thermal

distribution. In general, but not always (see the following sections), the bulk of the

HXR emission comes from the chromosphere. Line emissions in the gamma-ray range

above ⇠ 500 keV are mostly produced by nuclear interactions of accelerated protons

and heavier ions. At 511 keV and 2.223 MeV, two clear emission lines can be seen; 511

We know about non-thermal electrons from bremsstrahlung X-rays BUT we 
hardly ever see any detectable MeV ion gamma-ray line emission -  only a 
small minority of flares show detectable emission e.g. 23-July-2002.

ii. Low-energy non-thermal 
ions - energy content???

Could the presence of non-Gaussian spectral lines be due to:

i. Help to constrain the 
properties or even the 

type(s) of acceleration???

Solar flare-accelerated ions? 

Causes of non-Gaussian spectral lines?



Stochastic turbulence with Brownian motion               Gaussian velocity PDF

e.g. B-field, E-field, velocity, density

Large, sporadic motions around the 
mean lead to non-Gaussian velocity PDFs.

Non-Gaussian turbulence is seen in 
different forms in space plasmas.

i. Diagnostic of spatial non-
uniformity of energy transfer 

across scales?
ii. Does this e.g. change rates 

of particle acceleration in 
different regions?

‘Excess 
width’

Causes of non-Gaussian spectral lines?

Could the presence of non-Gaussian spectral lines be due to:
Non-Gaussian turbulence



Flare example: X-class, 29th March 2014 17:44 UT
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Fig. 2.— Left column: Two SDO AIA images of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 using the 304 Å pass-

band (green background image) at times of 17:46:59 UT (top) and 17:49:22 UT (bottom),

times within two di↵erent EIS rasters. RHESSI contours at 10-25 keV (red) and either 25-50

keV or 50-100 keV (navy blue) are displayed at levels of 50 % and 70 % of the maximum.

Fe XXIII (top) and Fe XVI (bottom) intensity contours are displayed in purple, at 30 %, 50 %

and 70 % of the maximum. Right column: Two integrated spectral lines of either Fe XXIII

(top) or Fe XVI (bottom) observed at the location of the rectangular box shown in the left

images. Each line is fitted with the KG1, KG2 and SG fits (see text for details). The small

panels display the line peak and right wings in detail so that the fits can be clearly seen.

The reduced �2
, residuals and fit parameters of  and � are also displayed.

Why?  This flare was chosen as it has two strong, unblended and 
different temperature lines (Fe XVI and Fe XXIII) suitable for a line 
profile analysis.

The flare at the X-ray peak– 6 –

Fig. 1.— RHESSI (top) and GOES (bottom) light curves for flare SOL2014-03-29T17:44.

The grey dashed lines indicate the start and end times of six EIS rasters covering the flare

and the times of study.

aligned with AIA using the procedure eis aia o↵sets.pro, with a 500 error in Y. We assume

that AIA and RHESSI are well-aligned for the purposes of our analysis.

The EIS data in the Y direction is binned into 200 bins (from 100) improving the

signal-to-noise ratio and line fitting goodness-of-fit. The EIS instrumental broadening Winst

RHESSI/GOES light curves

Non-Gaussian spectral lines in flares



Six EIS rasters covering the rise, 
peak and decay of the flare. 

Fast raster mode (2 min 14 seconds) 
and the slit moves every 12 seconds).

The observation uses the 1′′ slit with 
X binning=3′′.99 and Y binning=1′′.

The EIS Gaussian instrumental 
broadening is 0.059 Å.

Binned into 2’’ in Y.

Figure taken from Li et al. (2015)

Figure 9. Layout of the EIS instrument [5].

Table 1. Line observed by EIS for SOL2011-02-16T01:41.

Line Wavelength Minimum wvl. Maximum wvl.

O VI 184.14 183.96 184.29
Fe X 184.54 184.36 184.69

Fe XXIV 192.12 191.67 192.54
Fe XII 195.12 194.86 195.37
Fe XVII 255.05 254.61 255.48
Fe XVI 262.98 262.71 263.22
Fe XXIII 263.69 263.25 264.12
Fe XIV 264.78 264.52 265.03
Fe XIV 274.20 274.02 274.35
Fe XV 284.16 283.89 284.40

Table 2. Line observed by EIS for SOL2014-03-29T17:48.

Line Wavelength Minimum wvl. Maximum wvl.

Ca XV 181.90 181.64 182.15
Ca XV 182.87 182.60 183.11
Fe XII 186.75 186.39 187.08
Fe XII 192.41 192.14 192.65
Ar XIV 194.50 194.15 194.84
He II 256.28 256.01 256.52

Fe XXIII 263.41 262.69 264.09
Fe XVII 269.25 268.81 269.68

Figure 9. Layout of the EIS instrument [5].
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Table 2. Line observed by EIS for SOL2014-03-29T17:48.

Line Wavelength Minimum wvl. Maximum wvl.

Ca XV 181.90 181.64 182.15
Ca XV 182.87 182.60 183.11
Fe XII 186.75 186.39 187.08
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Available wavelength windows Fe
 X

VI
Fe

 X
XI

II

The EIS data in the Y direction is 
binned into 2′′ bins (from 1′′).

Non-Gaussian spectral lines in flares
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Fig. 2.— Left column: Two SDO AIA images of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 using the 304 Å pass-

band (green background image) at times of 17:46:59 UT (top) and 17:49:22 UT (bottom),

times within two di↵erent EIS rasters. RHESSI contours at 10-25 keV (red) and either 25-50

keV or 50-100 keV (navy blue) are displayed at levels of 50 % and 70 % of the maximum.

Fe XXIII (top) and Fe XVI (bottom) intensity contours are displayed in purple, at 30 %, 50 %

and 70 % of the maximum. Right column: Two integrated spectral lines of either Fe XXIII

(top) or Fe XVI (bottom) observed at the location of the rectangular box shown in the left

images. Each line is fitted with the KG1, KG2 and SG fits (see text for details). The small

panels display the line peak and right wings in detail so that the fits can be clearly seen.

The reduced �2
, residuals and fit parameters of  and � are also displayed.
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Fig. 2.— Left column: Two SDO AIA images of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 using the 304 Å pass-

band (green background image) at times of 17:46:59 UT (top) and 17:49:22 UT (bottom),

times within two di↵erent EIS rasters. RHESSI contours at 10-25 keV (red) and either 25-50

keV or 50-100 keV (navy blue) are displayed at levels of 50 % and 70 % of the maximum.

Fe XXIII (top) and Fe XVI (bottom) intensity contours are displayed in purple, at 30 %, 50 %

and 70 % of the maximum. Right column: Two integrated spectral lines of either Fe XXIII

(top) or Fe XVI (bottom) observed at the location of the rectangular box shown in the left

images. Each line is fitted with the KG1, KG2 and SG fits (see text for details). The small

panels display the line peak and right wings in detail so that the fits can be clearly seen.

The reduced �2
, residuals and fit parameters of  and � are also displayed.

Flare observation of Fe XXIII, formed at T~15-16 MK (flare peak).

We can see from the 
residuals that the kappa-

Gaussian (blue) is a 
better model

Non-Gaussian spectral lines in flares



Kappa index map
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Fig. 7.— Maps of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 during six di↵erent EIS raster times (time t1 � t6

increases from top to bottom), showing the results of the KG1 fits satisying all five fit criteria

(defined in Section 2). Columns one and two: Fe XVI  (1) and W = 2
p
2 ln 2 ⇥ � (2).

Columns three and four: Fe XXIII  (3) and W = 2
p
2 ln 2⇥ � (4).
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Fig. 1.— RHESSI (top) and GOES (bottom) light curves for flare SOL2014-03-29T17:44.

The grey dashed lines indicate the start and end times of six EIS rasters covering the flare

and the times of study.

aligned with AIA using the procedure eis aia o↵sets.pro, with a 500 error in Y. We assume

that AIA and RHESSI are well-aligned for the purposes of our analysis.

The EIS data in the Y direction is binned into 200 bins (from 100) improving the

signal-to-noise ratio and line fitting goodness-of-fit. The EIS instrumental broadening Winst
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The grey dashed lines indicate the start and end times of six EIS rasters covering the flare

and the times of study.

aligned with AIA using the procedure eis aia o↵sets.pro, with a 500 error in Y. We assume

that AIA and RHESSI are well-aligned for the purposes of our analysis.

The EIS data in the Y direction is binned into 200 bins (from 100) improving the

signal-to-noise ratio and line fitting goodness-of-fit. The EIS instrumental broadening Winst

Line shape        Gaussian further from the X-ray coronal source?

Flare observation:
Fe XXIII (T~15-16 MK) 

Non-Gaussian spectral lines in flares
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Fig. 2.— Left column: Two SDO AIA images of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 using the 304 Å pass-

band (green background image) at times of 17:46:59 UT (top) and 17:49:22 UT (bottom),

times within two di↵erent EIS rasters. RHESSI contours at 10-25 keV (red) and either 25-50

keV or 50-100 keV (navy blue) are displayed at levels of 50 % and 70 % of the maximum.

Fe XXIII (top) and Fe XVI (bottom) intensity contours are displayed in purple, at 30 %, 50 %

and 70 % of the maximum. Right column: Two integrated spectral lines of either Fe XXIII

(top) or Fe XVI (bottom) observed at the location of the rectangular box shown in the left

images. Each line is fitted with the KG1, KG2 and SG fits (see text for details). The small

panels display the line peak and right wings in detail so that the fits can be clearly seen.

The reduced �2
, residuals and fit parameters of  and � are also displayed.
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Fig. 2.— Left column: Two SDO AIA images of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 using the 304 Å pass-

band (green background image) at times of 17:46:59 UT (top) and 17:49:22 UT (bottom),

times within two di↵erent EIS rasters. RHESSI contours at 10-25 keV (red) and either 25-50

keV or 50-100 keV (navy blue) are displayed at levels of 50 % and 70 % of the maximum.

Fe XXIII (top) and Fe XVI (bottom) intensity contours are displayed in purple, at 30 %, 50 %

and 70 % of the maximum. Right column: Two integrated spectral lines of either Fe XXIII

(top) or Fe XVI (bottom) observed at the location of the rectangular box shown in the left

images. Each line is fitted with the KG1, KG2 and SG fits (see text for details). The small

panels display the line peak and right wings in detail so that the fits can be clearly seen.

The reduced �2
, residuals and fit parameters of  and � are also displayed.

We can see from the 
residuals that the kappa-

Gaussian (blue) is a 
better model

Flare observation of Fe XVI, formed at T~1-2 MK (after the peak).

Non-Gaussian spectral lines in flares



Kappa index map
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Fig. 7.— Maps of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 during six di↵erent EIS raster times (time t1 � t6

increases from top to bottom), showing the results of the KG1 fits satisying all five fit criteria

(defined in Section 2). Columns one and two: Fe XVI  (1) and W = 2
p
2 ln 2 ⇥ � (2).

Columns three and four: Fe XXIII  (3) and W = 2
p
2 ln 2⇥ � (4).
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Fig. 1.— RHESSI (top) and GOES (bottom) light curves for flare SOL2014-03-29T17:44.

The grey dashed lines indicate the start and end times of six EIS rasters covering the flare

and the times of study.

aligned with AIA using the procedure eis aia o↵sets.pro, with a 500 error in Y. We assume

that AIA and RHESSI are well-aligned for the purposes of our analysis.

The EIS data in the Y direction is binned into 200 bins (from 100) improving the

signal-to-noise ratio and line fitting goodness-of-fit. The EIS instrumental broadening Winst
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and the times of study.

aligned with AIA using the procedure eis aia o↵sets.pro, with a 500 error in Y. We assume

that AIA and RHESSI are well-aligned for the purposes of our analysis.

The EIS data in the Y direction is binned into 200 bins (from 100) improving the

signal-to-noise ratio and line fitting goodness-of-fit. The EIS instrumental broadening Winst

Fe XVI tends to have smaller kappa indices than Fe XXIII.

Flare observation:
Fe XVI (1-2 MK) 

Non-Gaussian spectral lines in flares



Non-Gaussian lines consistent with kappa distributions were found 
during the flare (in the loop-top, HXR footpoints and ribbons).

Fe XVI kappa profiles are situated further from 
the coronal source and often in regions where 
HXR sources were previously observed.

Fe XXIII kappa profiles are situated closer to the 
coronal source. They move with the coronal source 
over time with smaller values of κ index closer to 
the X-ray coronal sources early in the flare.

The Fe XVI κ index values are 
smaller than Fe XXIII values 
and not so systematic in terms 
of position and value.

The main results of the line profile study



Causes of non-Gaussian lines: accelerated ions?

Could the observations be due to low-energy (< MeV) accelerated ions? What 
about high flare densities, collisions?

We examine Fe XVI ions interacting in an electron-proton plasma.
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Figure 8. Left: Fe XVI (top) and Fe XXIII (bottom)  index maps (re-plotted from Figure 7), at two di↵erent times (see maps). Right:
For each region in the map (left), the form of possible ion velocity distributions are determined using Equation 2 and the observed fit values
of  index and � (corresponding colours). We are only interested in the form of f(v||), not the actual values (n is set to 1 and f(v||) is also
divided by the maximum value for plotting). The red curve denotes the expected Maxwellian velocity distribution with the red vertical
line denoting the ion thermal speed. For Fe XXIII, the distribution tends more towards a Maxwellian as the regions move away from the
X-ray source (red contour) and towards the centre of the Fe XXIII source (black contours). The grey dashed curve indicates the fit cut
o↵ velocity. The errors for f(v||) are not shown for clarity (see Figure 9). Error values for  and W are shown in Table 1. vTe =electron
thermal speed at either log T = 6.4 or log T = 7.2.

maximum velocities determined from the line fitting are
only 200-300 km/s, so only heavy ion-proton collisions
are considered4.
The Coulomb collisional frequencies (ion-electron f/e

and ion-proton f/p) of heavy Fe ions with a background
electron-proton plasma are given by
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and ⌫0 is a reference collisional fre-

quency (or a generalisation of the Lorentz collisional fre-
quency) given by
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4 Note, the negligible abundance of heavy ions means that we can
ignore heavy ion - heavy ion collisions, compared to the interaction
with electrons and protons.

where Z the ion charge and assuming the Coulomb loga-
rithm ln⇤fe = ln⇤ee ⇠ 20 in the corona. The heavy ion
collisional energy loss rate (total ion energy ✏ = mfv2/2,
not per nucleon) is then given by
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is a characteristic fast ion slowing-down time. In-
tegrating Equation 11 allows an estimation of the ion
thermalization time, ⌧f
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Figure 9. Top: SDO AIA 304 Å image of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 showing RHESSI and EIS contours (see legend) and one region (at t3
(17:48:28 UT) centred at [X⇠515”, Y⇠265”]) where line profiles of Fe XXIII and Fe XVI can be fitted by KG1 using the five criteria of
Section 2. Middle row: Both lines are fitted with a kappa-Gaussian and they have di↵erent values of  index. The residuals and �2 values
show that the kappa-Gaussian fits are a better model than the single Gaussian fit. Bottom row: The kappa line profiles are converted to
1-D velocity distributions f(v||) using Equation 2 (and divided by the maximum value of f(v||)). The bottom left panel displays f(v||)
over the range of velocities fitted during the observation while the bottom right panel shows f(v||) plotted over a larger range of v||. At
large v||, a linear fit to log f(v||) versus log v|| (red lines) finds the velocity power index �, with values displayed in the legend.

Figure 10 shows the Fe XVI collisional frequencies (di-
vided by the electron number density), energy loss rates
(divided by the electron number density), and ion ther-
malization times for di↵erent number densities. The bot-
tom right panel compares the energy loss rate of Fe XVI
and Fe XXIII (using Te = Tp = Tf = 15 MK). We can
see that the energy loss rate of Fe XXIII at all energies is
approximately twice that for Fe XVI. This might explain
the higher observed Fe XXIII  index values. For a num-
ber density ne = np = 1010 cm�3 and an ion velocity of
200 km/s, the ion thermalization time is ⌧f ⇠ 0.01 s.

The  index can also be thought of as a parameter
that describes the competing processes of particle accel-
eration and thermalization, and as a ratio of the particle
acceleration time (⌧acc) to the collisional time (⌧c, in-
verse of the collisional frequency). It can be written as
 = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional pa-
rameter and D0 is a di↵usion coe�cient related to the
acceleration mechanism. We can then estimate a local
acceleration time using ⌧acc = 2 ⇥ ⌧c. For Fe XVI, the
average  value is 3 while for Fe XXIII it is 6. Taking
an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number density
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see that the energy loss rate of Fe XXIII at all energies is
approximately twice that for Fe XVI. This might explain
the higher observed Fe XXIII  index values. For a num-
ber density ne = np = 1010 cm�3 and an ion velocity of
200 km/s, the ion thermalization time is ⌧f ⇠ 0.01 s.
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an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number density
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 = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional pa-
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acceleration time (⌧acc) to the collisional time (⌧c, inverse of the collisional frequency) e.g.

Bian et al. (2014). It can be written as  = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional

parameter and D0 is a di↵usion coe�cient related to the acceleration mechanism. We can

then estimate a local acceleration time using ⌧acc = 2⇥ ⌧c. For Fe XVI, the average  value

is 3 while for Fe XXIII it is 6. Taking an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number

density of ne = 1010 cm�3 with np = ne, gives an acceleration timescale of ⌧acc = 0.1 s. ⌧c

and ⌧acc are shown for a range of ion energies in Figure 10.

The collisional drag force on heavy ions has a minimum for ion speeds below vTe

(Holman 1995) and a partial runaway could occur, giving a suprathermal tail of ions

with velocities below vTe. If we convert the estimated ion thermalization times ⌧f to

thermalization lengths using LF = v⌧f , then the thermalization of the observed ions will

occur over distances of << 100, for np = 1010 cm�3. Therefore, if the line profiles are due to

accelerated ions then they must undergo acceleration locally and continuously during the

flare. We note that SOL2014-03-29T17:44 had no observable gamma-ray line emission, so

there is no evidence for MeV ions.

An alternative scenario for producing non-Gaussian line shapes is that they originate

in macroscopic velocity fields due to plasma turbulence. Support for this possibility comes

from the fact that all of the observed Fe XVI and Fe XXIII lines are redshifted, indicating

downflows - even in the corona - which could drive turbulence. An estimate using laboratory

rest wavelengths gives downflow speeds of vshift ⇠ +35 to +50 km/s, at nearly all times

and locations. These high temperature flare lines are not present in quiet Sun regions so an

absolute rest wavelength cannot be estimated, but the redshifts are large enough to give

small flows, even with expected uncertainties in the rest wavelength. This interpretation

of the non-Gaussian line profiles leads to the interesting possibility of a diagnostic for

localised turbulence, which could have profound consequences for theories of flare particle

<<1’’ Thermalisation length:

Ions would have to be 
accelerated locally, i.e. where we 

see the EUV line emission!
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Figure 10. Top left: Fe XVI (f) collisional frequency in an electron (e) -proton (p) background plasma for f-e interactions (red) and f-p
interactions (black), versus ion velocity [km/s]. Top right: Energy-loss-rate dE/dt versus total ion kinetic energy (not energy per nucleon)
for Fe XVI f-e and Fe XVI f-p collisions. The black curve is a combination of both interactions while the f-e (green) and f-p (pink) curves
are also shown individually. The energy-loss-rates for e-e (grey) is also shown for comparison (note these are divided by ne). At the
observated energies of interest, f-p collisions are the dominant interaction. Middle left: The thermalization times for Fe XVI ions due to
di↵erent background electron number densities (where ne = np). Middle right: Comparision of f-e and f-p energy-loss-rates for Fe XVI and
Fe XXIII. The energy-loss-rate for Fe XXIII is 2⇥ larger than for Fe XVI, which might account for di↵erent  indices observed for both
ions. Bottom panel: Comparison of the collisional (dashed) and acceleration (solid) times for Fe XVI (black) and Fe XXIII (red) using a
number density of 1010 cm�3.

of ne = 1010 cm�3 with np = ne, gives an acceleration
timescale of ⌧acc = 0.1 s. ⌧c and ⌧acc are shown for a
range of ion energies in Figure 10 (bottom panel).
The collisional drag force on heavy ions has a min-

imum for ion speeds below vTe (Holman 1995) and a
partial runaway could occur, giving a suprathermal tail
of ions with velocities below vTe. However, if we convert
the estimated ion thermalization times ⌧f to thermaliza-
tion lengths using LF = v⌧f , then the thermalization of
the observed ions will occur over distances of << 100, for
np = 1010 cm�3. Therefore, if the line profiles are due
to accelerated ions then they must undergo acceleration
locally and continuously during the flare time of study.
We also note that SOL2014-03-29T17:44 had no observ-
able gamma-ray line emission, so there is no evidence for
MeV ions.
We can make a rough estimate of the total energy as-

sociated with the observed kappa distributions (without
separating the ‘thermal’ and ‘non-thermal’ components).
The element and ion abundances are taken from the CHI-
ANTI atomic database (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al.
2013). If we assume that the range of electron number
densities ne = np lie between 109 � 1011 cm�3, then we
can estimate that the number densities of Fe XVI and
Fe XXIII lie between nf = 103 � 105 cm�3. Using ob-
served Fe XVI and Fe XXIII  index values of 3-6 and
plugging them into f(v) [cm�6 s3] (Equation 1), an es-
timate of the energy density U [ergs cm�3] above vth is
found by numerically integrating

U =

Z 1

vth

1

2
Mv2f(v)d3v. (14)

In order to turn this into a total energy estimate, E, we

Ion thermalisation time:
ne=109 cm-3

ne=1010 cm-3

ne=1011 cm-3

ne=1012 cm-3

ne=1013 cm-3

The κ index is the ratio of acceleration time tacc to the collisional time tc:

Acceleration timescale:
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acceleration time (⌧acc) to the collisional time (⌧c, inverse of the collisional frequency) e.g.

Bian et al. (2014). It can be written as  = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional

parameter and D0 is a di↵usion coe�cient related to the acceleration mechanism. We can

then estimate a local acceleration time using ⌧acc = 2⇥ ⌧c. For Fe XVI, the average  value

is 3 while for Fe XXIII it is 6. Taking an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number

density of ne = 1010 cm�3 with np = ne, gives an acceleration timescale of ⌧acc = 0.1 s. ⌧c

and ⌧acc are shown for a range of ion energies in Figure 10.

The collisional drag force on heavy ions has a minimum for ion speeds below vTe

(Holman 1995) and a partial runaway could occur, giving a suprathermal tail of ions

with velocities below vTe. If we convert the estimated ion thermalization times ⌧f to

thermalization lengths using LF = v⌧f , then the thermalization of the observed ions will

occur over distances of << 100, for np = 1010 cm�3. Therefore, if the line profiles are due to

accelerated ions then they must undergo acceleration locally and continuously during the

flare. We note that SOL2014-03-29T17:44 had no observable gamma-ray line emission, so

there is no evidence for MeV ions.

An alternative scenario for producing non-Gaussian line shapes is that they originate

in macroscopic velocity fields due to plasma turbulence. Support for this possibility comes

from the fact that all of the observed Fe XVI and Fe XXIII lines are redshifted, indicating

downflows - even in the corona - which could drive turbulence. An estimate using laboratory

rest wavelengths gives downflow speeds of vshift ⇠ +35 to +50 km/s, at nearly all times

and locations. These high temperature flare lines are not present in quiet Sun regions so an

absolute rest wavelength cannot be estimated, but the redshifts are large enough to give

small flows, even with expected uncertainties in the rest wavelength. This interpretation

of the non-Gaussian line profiles leads to the interesting possibility of a diagnostic for

localised turbulence, which could have profound consequences for theories of flare particle
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Causes of non-Gaussian lines: accelerated ions?

Could the observations be due to low-energy (< MeV) accelerated ions? What 
about high flare densities, collisions?

We examine Fe XVI ions interacting in an electron-proton plasma.
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Figure 8. Left: Fe XVI (top) and Fe XXIII (bottom)  index maps (re-plotted from Figure 7), at two di↵erent times (see maps). Right:
For each region in the map (left), the form of possible ion velocity distributions are determined using Equation 2 and the observed fit values
of  index and � (corresponding colours). We are only interested in the form of f(v||), not the actual values (n is set to 1 and f(v||) is also
divided by the maximum value for plotting). The red curve denotes the expected Maxwellian velocity distribution with the red vertical
line denoting the ion thermal speed. For Fe XXIII, the distribution tends more towards a Maxwellian as the regions move away from the
X-ray source (red contour) and towards the centre of the Fe XXIII source (black contours). The grey dashed curve indicates the fit cut
o↵ velocity. The errors for f(v||) are not shown for clarity (see Figure 9). Error values for  and W are shown in Table 1. vTe =electron
thermal speed at either log T = 6.4 or log T = 7.2.

maximum velocities determined from the line fitting are
only 200-300 km/s, so only heavy ion-proton collisions
are considered4.
The Coulomb collisional frequencies (ion-electron f/e

and ion-proton f/p) of heavy Fe ions with a background
electron-proton plasma are given by
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and ⌫0 is a reference collisional fre-

quency (or a generalisation of the Lorentz collisional fre-
quency) given by
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4 Note, the negligible abundance of heavy ions means that we can
ignore heavy ion - heavy ion collisions, compared to the interaction
with electrons and protons.

where Z the ion charge and assuming the Coulomb loga-
rithm ln⇤fe = ln⇤ee ⇠ 20 in the corona. The heavy ion
collisional energy loss rate (total ion energy ✏ = mfv2/2,
not per nucleon) is then given by

d✏
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= �
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✏ (10)

or in terms of ion velocity
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is a characteristic fast ion slowing-down time. In-
tegrating Equation 11 allows an estimation of the ion
thermalization time, ⌧f
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Figure 9. Top: SDO AIA 304 Å image of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 showing RHESSI and EIS contours (see legend) and one region (at t3
(17:48:28 UT) centred at [X⇠515”, Y⇠265”]) where line profiles of Fe XXIII and Fe XVI can be fitted by KG1 using the five criteria of
Section 2. Middle row: Both lines are fitted with a kappa-Gaussian and they have di↵erent values of  index. The residuals and �2 values
show that the kappa-Gaussian fits are a better model than the single Gaussian fit. Bottom row: The kappa line profiles are converted to
1-D velocity distributions f(v||) using Equation 2 (and divided by the maximum value of f(v||)). The bottom left panel displays f(v||)
over the range of velocities fitted during the observation while the bottom right panel shows f(v||) plotted over a larger range of v||. At
large v||, a linear fit to log f(v||) versus log v|| (red lines) finds the velocity power index �, with values displayed in the legend.

Figure 10 shows the Fe XVI collisional frequencies (di-
vided by the electron number density), energy loss rates
(divided by the electron number density), and ion ther-
malization times for di↵erent number densities. The bot-
tom right panel compares the energy loss rate of Fe XVI
and Fe XXIII (using Te = Tp = Tf = 15 MK). We can
see that the energy loss rate of Fe XXIII at all energies is
approximately twice that for Fe XVI. This might explain
the higher observed Fe XXIII  index values. For a num-
ber density ne = np = 1010 cm�3 and an ion velocity of
200 km/s, the ion thermalization time is ⌧f ⇠ 0.01 s.

The  index can also be thought of as a parameter
that describes the competing processes of particle accel-
eration and thermalization, and as a ratio of the particle
acceleration time (⌧acc) to the collisional time (⌧c, in-
verse of the collisional frequency). It can be written as
 = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional pa-
rameter and D0 is a di↵usion coe�cient related to the
acceleration mechanism. We can then estimate a local
acceleration time using ⌧acc = 2 ⇥ ⌧c. For Fe XVI, the
average  value is 3 while for Fe XXIII it is 6. Taking
an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number density
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Figure 10 shows the Fe XVI collisional frequencies (di-
vided by the electron number density), energy loss rates
(divided by the electron number density), and ion ther-
malization times for di↵erent number densities. The bot-
tom right panel compares the energy loss rate of Fe XVI
and Fe XXIII (using Te = Tp = Tf = 15 MK). We can
see that the energy loss rate of Fe XXIII at all energies is
approximately twice that for Fe XVI. This might explain
the higher observed Fe XXIII  index values. For a num-
ber density ne = np = 1010 cm�3 and an ion velocity of
200 km/s, the ion thermalization time is ⌧f ⇠ 0.01 s.

The  index can also be thought of as a parameter
that describes the competing processes of particle accel-
eration and thermalization, and as a ratio of the particle
acceleration time (⌧acc) to the collisional time (⌧c, in-
verse of the collisional frequency). It can be written as
 = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional pa-
rameter and D0 is a di↵usion coe�cient related to the
acceleration mechanism. We can then estimate a local
acceleration time using ⌧acc = 2 ⇥ ⌧c. For Fe XVI, the
average  value is 3 while for Fe XXIII it is 6. Taking
an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number density
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Figure 10 shows the Fe XVI collisional frequencies (di-
vided by the electron number density), energy loss rates
(divided by the electron number density), and ion ther-
malization times for di↵erent number densities. The bot-
tom right panel compares the energy loss rate of Fe XVI
and Fe XXIII (using Te = Tp = Tf = 15 MK). We can
see that the energy loss rate of Fe XXIII at all energies is
approximately twice that for Fe XVI. This might explain
the higher observed Fe XXIII  index values. For a num-
ber density ne = np = 1010 cm�3 and an ion velocity of
200 km/s, the ion thermalization time is ⌧f ⇠ 0.01 s.

The  index can also be thought of as a parameter
that describes the competing processes of particle accel-
eration and thermalization, and as a ratio of the particle
acceleration time (⌧acc) to the collisional time (⌧c, in-
verse of the collisional frequency). It can be written as
 = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional pa-
rameter and D0 is a di↵usion coe�cient related to the
acceleration mechanism. We can then estimate a local
acceleration time using ⌧acc = 2 ⇥ ⌧c. For Fe XVI, the
average  value is 3 while for Fe XXIII it is 6. Taking
an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number density

Number density:

Ion velocity:

Thermalisation time:
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acceleration time (⌧acc) to the collisional time (⌧c, inverse of the collisional frequency) e.g.

Bian et al. (2014). It can be written as  = �c/2D0 = ⌧acc/2⌧c, where �c is a collisional

parameter and D0 is a di↵usion coe�cient related to the acceleration mechanism. We can

then estimate a local acceleration time using ⌧acc = 2⇥ ⌧c. For Fe XVI, the average  value

is 3 while for Fe XXIII it is 6. Taking an ion velocity of 200 km/s and electron number

density of ne = 1010 cm�3 with np = ne, gives an acceleration timescale of ⌧acc = 0.1 s. ⌧c

and ⌧acc are shown for a range of ion energies in Figure 10.

The collisional drag force on heavy ions has a minimum for ion speeds below vTe

(Holman 1995) and a partial runaway could occur, giving a suprathermal tail of ions

with velocities below vTe. If we convert the estimated ion thermalization times ⌧f to

thermalization lengths using LF = v⌧f , then the thermalization of the observed ions will

occur over distances of << 100, for np = 1010 cm�3. Therefore, if the line profiles are due to

accelerated ions then they must undergo acceleration locally and continuously during the

flare. We note that SOL2014-03-29T17:44 had no observable gamma-ray line emission, so

there is no evidence for MeV ions.

An alternative scenario for producing non-Gaussian line shapes is that they originate

in macroscopic velocity fields due to plasma turbulence. Support for this possibility comes

from the fact that all of the observed Fe XVI and Fe XXIII lines are redshifted, indicating

downflows - even in the corona - which could drive turbulence. An estimate using laboratory

rest wavelengths gives downflow speeds of vshift ⇠ +35 to +50 km/s, at nearly all times

and locations. These high temperature flare lines are not present in quiet Sun regions so an

absolute rest wavelength cannot be estimated, but the redshifts are large enough to give

small flows, even with expected uncertainties in the rest wavelength. This interpretation

of the non-Gaussian line profiles leads to the interesting possibility of a diagnostic for

localised turbulence, which could have profound consequences for theories of flare particle

<<1’’ Thermalisation length:

Ions would have to be 
accelerated locally, i.e. where we 

see the EUV line emission!
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Figure 10. Top left: Fe XVI (f) collisional frequency in an electron (e) -proton (p) background plasma for f-e interactions (red) and f-p
interactions (black), versus ion velocity [km/s]. Top right: Energy-loss-rate dE/dt versus total ion kinetic energy (not energy per nucleon)
for Fe XVI f-e and Fe XVI f-p collisions. The black curve is a combination of both interactions while the f-e (green) and f-p (pink) curves
are also shown individually. The energy-loss-rates for e-e (grey) is also shown for comparison (note these are divided by ne). At the
observated energies of interest, f-p collisions are the dominant interaction. Middle left: The thermalization times for Fe XVI ions due to
di↵erent background electron number densities (where ne = np). Middle right: Comparision of f-e and f-p energy-loss-rates for Fe XVI and
Fe XXIII. The energy-loss-rate for Fe XXIII is 2⇥ larger than for Fe XVI, which might account for di↵erent  indices observed for both
ions. Bottom panel: Comparison of the collisional (dashed) and acceleration (solid) times for Fe XVI (black) and Fe XXIII (red) using a
number density of 1010 cm�3.

of ne = 1010 cm�3 with np = ne, gives an acceleration
timescale of ⌧acc = 0.1 s. ⌧c and ⌧acc are shown for a
range of ion energies in Figure 10 (bottom panel).
The collisional drag force on heavy ions has a min-

imum for ion speeds below vTe (Holman 1995) and a
partial runaway could occur, giving a suprathermal tail
of ions with velocities below vTe. However, if we convert
the estimated ion thermalization times ⌧f to thermaliza-
tion lengths using LF = v⌧f , then the thermalization of
the observed ions will occur over distances of << 100, for
np = 1010 cm�3. Therefore, if the line profiles are due
to accelerated ions then they must undergo acceleration
locally and continuously during the flare time of study.
We also note that SOL2014-03-29T17:44 had no observ-
able gamma-ray line emission, so there is no evidence for
MeV ions.
We can make a rough estimate of the total energy as-

sociated with the observed kappa distributions (without
separating the ‘thermal’ and ‘non-thermal’ components).
The element and ion abundances are taken from the CHI-
ANTI atomic database (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al.
2013). If we assume that the range of electron number
densities ne = np lie between 109 � 1011 cm�3, then we
can estimate that the number densities of Fe XVI and
Fe XXIII lie between nf = 103 � 105 cm�3. Using ob-
served Fe XVI and Fe XXIII  index values of 3-6 and
plugging them into f(v) [cm�6 s3] (Equation 1), an es-
timate of the energy density U [ergs cm�3] above vth is
found by numerically integrating

U =

Z 1

vth

1

2
Mv2f(v)d3v. (14)

In order to turn this into a total energy estimate, E, we

Ion thermalisation time:
ne=109 cm-3

ne=1010 cm-3

ne=1011 cm-3

ne=1012 cm-3

ne=1013 cm-3

This suggests that we are observing another diagnostic of 
turbulence (alongside “non-thermal” broadening) in flares?



Could the observations be due to plasma turbulence (and non-Brownian 
plasma motions during the flare)? Extra diagnostic alongside broadening?

Fe XVI/Fe XXIII lines are red-shifted          small down flows +10-40 km/s.

turbulent kinetic energy is a key component when the overall energetics of solar flares is

considered.
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FIG. 1: Morphology of the flare. Left: Intensity 193 Å passband emission from AIA/SDO (back-

ground image); RHESSI X-ray images at 6 − 9 keV (red contours show 50% intensity), RHESSI

X-ray images at 25− 50 keV (blue contours show 50% intensity), EIS Fe XXIV (225 Å) intensity

map (white contours at 30% and 75%), and Nobeyama 34 GHz radio emission (green contours

at 30% and 75%). The red dashed line shows the position of the magnetic field slice used for

the insert, which shows the potential-field extrapolation of the magnetic field in the corona as a

function of distance (L) along the red dashed line and height (z); darker shades correspond to

stronger fields, field values are in Gauss, and L = 0 corresponds to the lower left end of the line.

Right: Cartoon showing the different flare elements and the post-flare cooling loops.

We report on the observations of a GOES X1.2 flare that occurred on 2013 May 15, in

NOAA active region 11748. This flare was simultaneously observed by (1) the Ramaty High

Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) [22], which produces high-spatial-resolution

soft X-ray (SXR) hard X-ray (HXR) images with ∼1 keV spectral resolution and several-

second time resolution; (2) the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) Helioseismic and Mag-

netic Imager (HMI) [23], which measures the magnetic field geometry and strength in the

flaring active region; (3) the SDO Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) [24], which provides

high-resolution spatial images in EUV wavebands; (4) the Hinode EUV Imaging Spectrom-

eter (EIS) [25], which produces spectral profiles of EUV lines at each point in an image; and
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Fig. 2.— Left column: Two SDO AIA images of SOL2014-03-29T17:44 using the 304 Å pass-

band (green background image) at times of 17:46:59 UT (top) and 17:49:22 UT (bottom),

times within two di↵erent EIS rasters. RHESSI contours at 10-25 keV (red) and either 25-50

keV or 50-100 keV (navy blue) are displayed at levels of 50 % and 70 % of the maximum.

Fe XXIII (top) and Fe XVI (bottom) intensity contours are displayed in purple, at 30 %, 50 %

and 70 % of the maximum. Right column: Two integrated spectral lines of either Fe XXIII

(top) or Fe XVI (bottom) observed at the location of the rectangular box shown in the left

images. Each line is fitted with the KG1, KG2 and SG fits (see text for details). The small

panels display the line peak and right wings in detail so that the fits can be clearly seen.

The reduced �2 and fit parameters  and/or � are also displayed.

Plasma down flows leading 
to turbulence???

Causes of non-Gaussian lines: turbulence?



Non-Gaussian spectral lines in coronal holes

We analysed Hinode EIS EUV spectral data from the polar coronal hole 
on 23rd April 2009 (Hahn et al. (2012), Hahn & Savin (2013a)).
SOHO EIT 195 Å image of the coronal hole

The EIS 2′′ slit locations for four 
separate 30-minute observations 
are combined. 

The data preparation and 
averaging have been previously 
described in Hahn et al. (2012) 
and Hahn & Savin (2013a).

Full EIS wavelength observation.



We analysed Hinode EIS EUV spectral data from the polar coronal hole 
on 23rd April 2009 (Hahn et al. (2012), Hahn & Savin (2013a)).

The data preparation and 
averaging have been previously 
described in Hahn et al. (2012) 
and Hahn & Savin (2013a).

SOHO EIT 195 Å image of the coronal hole
The EIS 2′′ slit locations for four 
separate 30-minute observations 
are combined. 

Full EIS wavelength observation.

We focus on unblended 
spectral lines suitable 

for the study.

Non-Gaussian spectral lines in coronal holes



Single Gaussian, Double Gaussian, Kappa-Gaussian

Line is more 
peaked than 
a Gaussian.

Broader 
wings than a 
Gaussian.

Two orders of 
magnitude.

Results - some examples

A kappa-Gaussian function is a much better fit to the non-Gaussian 
line shape! Wings are easier to see than for the flare case!



We find non-Gaussian line profiles 
low in a coronal hole, which are better 
represented by kappa distributions with 
κ<2.6. 

The inferred value of κ increases 
moving radially outward until the 
observations reach the solar limb, as 
can be seen for both Si VII and Fe VIII 
before ≈1 solar radii.

Above this altitude, Si VII κ remains 
approximately constant at values of 
κ≈2.1–2.3. The other lines have similar 
κ values.

Coronal hole data: full results

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that ion VDFs in the fast 
solar wind has been probed so close to its source region.  



Fluid motions might be expected to affect all ions in the same way, but the ion VDFs 
may differ due to heating that depends on M or Q/M.

Alternatively, processes such as the cascade of MHD waves toward smaller scales 
might be expected to produce more efficient ion acceleration, and hence lower κ 
indices, for ions with lower cyclotron frequencies Ωc,i, since Ωc,i=(Q/M) Ωc,p.

- Similar techniques have been used to separate thermal from non-thermal broadening 
in spectral lines (Tu et al. 1998; Landi & Cranmer 2009; Hahn & Savin 2013a, 2013b).

2. The reduced chi-squared c = c
r
2

DOF

2

= å Ri i
1

DOF
2 from

the weighted least-squares fit, where χ2 is the full chi-
squared value. The degrees of freedom DOF=N−ν,
where N is the number of data points.

3. The Bayesian information criterion (or BIC test; Schwarz
1978) is defined as n= - +( ) ( )L NBIC 2 ln ln , where L is
the likelihood (e.g., Hilbe et al. 2017). If the intensity errors
are normally distributed, then
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2 (e.g., Press et al. 1992). The ΔBIC, i.e.,
the difference between model i and model j, can then be
written as ΔBIC= c c n- = - + -( )NBIC BIC lni j i j i

2 2

n ( )Nlnj .

The BIC test is useful as it explicitly accounts for the different
number of free parameters in the model. Based on these tests,
we define criteria that will allow us to state with confidence if a
line profile is non-Gaussian, using the κ index. The main
criterion is that ΔBIC=SG BIC−KGBIC�10 (Neath &
Cavanaugh 2012). In most cases, ΔBIC is very large (100).
We also have confidence that the differences are significant
when the SG cr

2 is at least twice as large as the KG cr
2.

However, we will show in Section 3 that cr
2 is often very large

after binning the data, so that ΔBIC is our prime method of
model comparison. Also, there are cases where the line noise or
skewness lies marginally outside the stated criteria, but such
lines might still suitable for our analysis.

3. Results and Uncertainties

Figure 2 shows line fitting examples that met the criteria
discussed above. The spectral line intensities are plotted using a
log scale that show the wings clearly, since they have an intensity
1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than the peak. All lines show
broad wings to different degrees. For Si VII, in particular, it is clear
that a single Gaussian is unable to fit these broad wings. The
smaller insert panels show the line peak using a linear scale,
demonstrating that a single Gaussian is also unable to fit the peak
in most cases. However, all models, including KG, produce large
values of c » –50 100r

2 , since the intensity errors are small, in
many cases only 0.1%–1% of the intensity values. This produces
residuals with values of R=10 (Figure 2). A likely reason for the
relatively large cr

2 values is that neither a KG, SG, nor DG
distribution is an adequate model, particularly after we combine
counts from many different plasma elements both along the line-
of-sight in one pixel and over many pixels after binning. The poor
cr

2 value then reflects the remaining discrepancy between the
model and the physical distribution. We emphasize that our
analysis detects non-Gaussian line profiles, and the kappa function

is a convenient profile to detect such lines, but they are not
necessarily kappa VDFs.
Due to the large cr

2, ΔBIC is primarily used to compare the
different models, since it is a way of comparing different fits
while controlling for the fact that a fit with more free
parameters is bound to be better. However, the computation
of ΔBIC uses χ2, so it is important that the cr

2 are shown and
compared for different spatial binning. In Figure 3, we test
different spatial binning of: 1″, 2″, 5″, 8″, 10″, 15″, and 20″,
using the most intense lines of Si VII and Fe VIII. Figure 3
shows that for smaller binning, the models do represent a more
acceptable fit to the data. However, for smaller binning, the KG
cr

2 values are still 3 and often 10, even for 1″ binning. More
importantly, the spatial binning, and hence large cr

2, does not
change the results of the ΔBIC test, nor does it significantly
change the inferred values of κ. Thus, the spatial binning does
not change the result that non-Gaussian spectral lines exist in
this data or the results of our ΔBIC test, even if kappa does not
describe the underlying VDF correctly. For the comparison of
different lines, we use the binning defined in Section 2,
allowing (1) an analysis over a slightly larger altitude range and
(2) the study of weaker lines such as Mg VII and Si X.
A possible systematic effect is that the line broadening might

be due to a flow component of the fast solar wind along the line
of sight, but we can rule this out. At these heights, the solar
wind speed is ≈10 km s−1 (Cranmer et al. 1999). At 200Å, a
flow of 10 km s−1 corresponds to a Doppler shift of ≈0.007Å.
Assuming that the coronal hole is perpendicular to the center
line of sight and reaches a maximum angle of roughly 30° at
the edge, the solar wind could, at most, shift the profiles by
0.002Å. The observed broadening of the line wings relative to
the SG profile is at least an order of magnitude larger. Thus, it
is unlikely that solar wind flow alone is the cause of the
observed non-Gaussian profiles. An earlier analysis of these
coronal hole data by Hahn et al. (2012) and Hahn & Savin
(2013a) show that instrument stray light is negligible at low
altitudes.
We also fit the lines with another KG function (KG2), where

the kappa part represents the instrumental profile and the
Gaussian part represents the physical line profile (as in Jeffrey
et al. 2017). We use this function to test whether the non-
Gaussian features of the line are an instrumental effect. As
expected, the KG2 kappa part can account for the non-Gaussian
features of the line, and we find that KG2 gives cr

2 and ΔBIC
values similar to KG. For the lines considered here, the
instrumental width (FWHM) varies between 0.064 and
0.069Åover the range of Y studied, and this varying width
is accounted for during fitting. However, our use of the KG2
function shows that for a given Y position, and hence for fixed
instrumental values of width at that position, KG2 gives

Table 1
The Properties and Fitting Results of the Lines Studied

Ion Wavelength (Å) Tlog Q/M No. of Altitudes Full κ Range Off-limb κ Range Off-limb ká ñ

Fe VIII 186.599 5.7 0.14 7 1.6–2.3 1.9–2.3 2.1
Si VII 275.361 5.8 0.25 8 1.8–2.4 2.1–2.4 2.3
Mg VII 276.154 5.8 0.29 1 2.1 2.1 2.2
Fe IX 197.862 6.0 0.16 6 2.0–2.3 2.2–2.4 2.3
Si X 258.374 6.2 0.36 1 2.6 2.6 2.6

Note.T Indicates the formation temperature taken from the CHIANTI line list (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al. 2013), Q/M is the charge-to-mass ratio, and κ is the
Kappa index. The table lists the ions in the order of their formation temperature, weakly suggesting that κ increases with temperature.
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At low altitudes, the Doppler motions are observed perpendicular to the magnetic 
field, which could be suggestive of, e.g., Alfvénic fluctuations. Evidence of Alfvén 
wave dissipation via non-thermal broadening was presented in Hahn & Savin (2013a).

Again…fluid motions or ion motions or both?
😭



Summary 

Following-on from flare observations, we looked for non-Gaussian spectral lines low 
in the fast solar wind, and report the detection of non-Gaussian EUV spectral 
line shapes at the base of the fast solar wind (<1.1 Rsun).

The cause of these non-Gaussian line profiles may be:
 

(a) non-Maxwellian ion VDFs at the base of fast solar wind, 
(b)fluid motions such as non-Gaussian turbulent fluctuations or non-uniform 

wave motions, or
(c) some combination of both.

- The findings are a timely precursor to future observations with the Parker Solar 
Probe which will study ion VDFs in situ as close as ≈8.5 Rsun, and hence help to 
test whether non-Gaussian VDFs are indeed formed very close to the Sun.

Non-Gaussian spectral lines have been found in flares, active regions, and in the 
fast solar wind/coronal holes.

In flares, non-Gaussian spectral lines were found in hot (Fe XXIII) and cooler lines 
(Fe XVI).



Future?

1. Hinode EIS, IRIS studying different layers of the atmosphere.

2. DKIST Cryogenic Near Infrared Spectropolarimeter (Cryo-NIRSP) and 
Diffraction Limited Near Infrared Spectropolarimeter (DL-NIRSP) will be 
able to collect spectra from infrared lines in the corona (λ ≈ 5000– 50,000 A). 
Broad temperature range for coronal holes, quiet Sun regions, and active 
regions. Colleagues at Columbia University are hoping to study such lines. 
Good for coronal holes.

3. Solar Orbiter/SPICE alongside SolarOrbiter (& PSP) in-situ instruments. 
Good for coronal holes and flares?

Future studies:

Hinode EIS IRIS DKIST Solar Orbiter


